Introducing the Infinity,
unlimited ways to learn.
Looking to upgrade the classroom experience
without blowing your budget? Meet the Infinity!
A powerful, portable PC that brings Windows10,
Office, Minecraft, Mixed Reality, and today’s
most popular education apps to the fingertips
of students and educators. The Infinity is
simple to use – and even easier to
setup. Built strong to
withstand classroom
chaos, the Infinity is
the most fully featured device
in its class.
Rocket to the top of the class with the Infinity. Packed with the
latest technology and features, the new Infinity comes with best in
class specs, a 360° hinge, is Active Pen enabled and has USB-C
fast charging.
The new Infinity has plenty of heart. Not only is it water and dust
resistant, it’s been drop tested to 76cm and also comes with a
retractable handle for easy transport. The new Infinity also has a
best in class 2 year Return to Base warranty.
Stop wasting time waiting for machines to charge or to boot-up.
The Infinity can get 2 hours usage from just a 15min charge, and
thanks to 4GB of RAM and a 128GB SSD you’ll load into
Windows 10 in less than 20 seconds.

The One Education Infinity is a fully featured two-in-one machine. It comes with
the latest Intel® Celeron Processor, 4GB of RAM and a 128GB Solid State
Drive – which ensures lightning quick boot-up times. The large LCD screen
comes with the latest Active Touch display with palm rejection, allowing you to
write on the Infinity like a piece of paper.

The 360° hinge allows the Infinity to
be used as an easel for drawing and
taking notes in the classroom

Built to last, the Infinity also comes
with a retractable handle to make
carrying easy.

One Education reserves the right to alter product offerings and specifications at any time, without notice. One Education makes every effort to ensure accuracy of all information but is not liable or responsible for any editorial, photographic or
typographic errors. All images are for illustration purposes only. For full One Education product, service and warranty specifications visit www.one-education.org. One Education makes no representations or warranties regarding third party products or
services. Battery life (and recharge times) will vary based on many factors including system settings and usage. Visit www.one-education.org periodically for the latest information on safe and effective computing. ©2018 One Education. All rights
reserved.

The One Education Infinity is packed with the latest technology and is built for
learning, not for profit. That means schools get a better specified machine at a
competitive price when they support teachers to complete NESA accredited
Microsoft training.

Item

One Education
Infinity

HP
ProBook x360 EE

Acer
Travelmate B118

$1500 per Trainer Academy
$750 per Teacher Academy

No

No

CPU

Intel Celeron N4100

Intel Pentium N4200

Intel Pentium N4200

RAM

4 GB (LPDDR4)

4 GB (DDR3)

4 GB (DDR3)

11.6” Active Touch

11.6” Active Touch

11.6” Standard Touch

128GB M.2

128GB M.2 TLC

128GB M.2

802.11AC 2x2

802.11AC 2x2

802.11AC

1080p Rotational

720p/1080p

720p

Optional

Optional

N/A

Yes

No

No

USB-C Fast Charging

AC Charging

AC Charging

3250 mAh

3615 mAh

3220 mAh

USB-C, USB-A, SD USB-C, USB-A, RJ-45, HDMI, SD

USB-A, HDMI, RJ-45, SD

Training Grant*

Screen
Storage
Wifi
Camera
Pen
Handle
Charging
Battery Capacity

Ports
Warranty
Edu Windows 10**
Training (NESA)

Source

2 Year Return to Base

3 Year On-Site

3 Year On-Site

Yes (MOE5, One Edu)

Yes (eT4L)

No

Microsoft Teacher Training

N/A

N/A

BYOD

ET4L

BYOD

*Training grants are offered to teachers who complete Microsoft MIE Trainer Academy (2 days) or the MIE Teacher Academy. Maximum grant allocation is limited to devices ordered by the school and associated with the teacher undertaking the
training. 1 training grant allocation is available for every 25 Infinity devices purchased through One Education, with a minimum school order of 25 units to participate. Maximum of 2 Trainer Academy participants per school, per year.
** Edu Windows 10 refers to Operating Systems that come pre-configured to support classroom usage (e.g. Office, Chrome and NAPLAN browser).

Our mission is to improve access and usage of technology in the classroom. This
is why we are the only organisation to offer professional development to
teachers who use our technology in their classroom. In partnership with
Microsoft, we offer two NESA accredited MIE programmes. We also offer
training grants* of up to $1,500 for teachers in classrooms with the Infinity.

The overall intent of the two courses is to provide teachers with exposure to Microsoft offerings for education through hands-on
activities and conversation thus enabling them to get more out of the Microsoft products they have today and take advantage of
the many free tools available to students and teachers. The courses are available for teachers to expand their personal
knowledge (Teacher Academy) and for trainers who wish to become a point of reference for other teachers to learn about
Microsoft technology for education (Trainer Academy).
For NSW participants, the Teacher Academy contributes 5 hours of NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) Registered PD
addressing 2.6.2, 3.4.2 and 6.3.2, whilst the Trainer Academy will contribute 10 hours toward addressing 2.6.2 and 3.4.2

Sessions

Teacher Academy
One Day

Trainer Academy
Two Days

Introduction to Microsoft Teams

35 min

60 min

Survey and assess student learning using Microsoft Forms

25 min

30 min

Sharing and Collaborating with OneDrive

30 min

45 min

Digital Storytelling with Microsoft Sway

30 min

60 min

Accessibility in Office 365

45 min

60 min

Overview of other Microsoft Tools for education

60 min

Class Notebook (OneNote) for Teachers and Students

60 min

Building capacity with the Microsoft Educator Community

30 min

Class Notebook (OneNote) and Learning Workflow

75 min

Unpacking the MIE Training Materials

60 min

My role as a trainer

60 min

Building teacher capacity with the Microsoft Educator
Community

45 min

Overview of Windows Tools for education

60 min

Returning to Office 365

30 min

*Training grants are offered to teachers who complete Microsoft MIE Trainer Academy (2 days) or the MIE Teacher Academy. Maximum grant allocation is limited to devices ordered by the school and associated with the teacher undertaking the
training. 1 training grant allocation is available for every 25 Infinity devices purchased through One Education, with a minimum school order of 25 units to participate. Maximum of 2 Trainer Academy participants per school, per year.

